VIRTUAL TRAINING TOOLS

Here is a list of free and paid virtual training tools to enhance any training.

Kahoot!

https://kahoot.com/
Summary: Kahoot! is a quiz-based learning platform that works for
hybrid learning and flipped classroom situations by making learning fun
and engaging. Instructors can create quiz content and play in class or
virtually. Kahoot! can be free to use and is not only fun for students but
also social, allowing them to interact in the physical world as well as
digitally. It works on nearly any device with a browser, making it easy
to access even on older computers, tablets, and smartphones.
Cost: Free but has Monthly & Annual Plans Available | $0 - $72
Annually

Jamboard

https://jamboard.google.com/
Summary: Collaboration in the cloud across the world. Share ideas
with your team in real-time. Mix images, photos, and drawings with
work from Docs, Sheets & Slides straight into your “jam.” Built for
collaboration, Jamboard is easy to set up and user-friendly for realtime collaboration. Model skills like math, art, note-taking, and other
competencies whose mastery can be encouraged through modeling for
students. Collaborate on projects in project-based learning–either
between the teacher and students or between students. Brainstorm
ideas collaboratively–for writing, projects, and more. Concept-map
problems and solutions while using inquiry-based learning. Use in a
flipped classroom setting to allow peer groups to collaborate in realtime in class or at home. Instructors find it very effective for remote
learning, using the ‘chalkboard’ like feature to promote discussion
activities and check for student understanding.
Cost: Free

MURAL

https://www.mural.co/
Summary: MURAL is a digital workspace for visual collaboration. Like
Jamboard, MURAL helps everyone on the team imagine together to
unlock new ideas, solve problems, and innovate in real-time. MURAL’s
visual canvas adds a new dimension to video training, meetings, and
calls. Frameworks, templates, and Facilitation Superpowers™ like
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timer, voting, and Private Mode make meetings and workshops more
engaging and productive. Collaborators can add sticky notes, icons,
shapes, connectors, comments, and more.
Cost: Annual Plans Available| $12 - $20 Monthly

Wooclap

https://www.wooclap.com/
Summary: Wooclap is an online polling system that makes your
classes, conferences, and training sessions more fun and effective.
Wooclap turns smart devices into an exceptional learning tool. Through
questionnaires and other animations, it allows the teacher to realize
the degree of understanding of the participants in real-time. The
solution is simple, intuitive, and intuitive for both the teacher and the
participants.
Cost: Free but has Monthly Plans Available | $0 - $14.99 Monthly

Quiz Maker

https://www.quiz-maker.com/
Summary: Create quiz content, add image and media support,
integrate social media, grade, and score automatically.
Cost: Free but has Monthly & Annual Plans Available|$0 - $99 Monthly

Quizlet

https://quizlet.com/
Summary: Quizlet is a company that creates and designs tools used for
studying and learning. Quizlet's primary products include digital
flashcards, matching games, practice electronic assessments, and live
quizzes.
Cost: Free but has Monthly Plans Available | $0 - $3.99 Monthly

Mentimeter

https://www.mentimeter.com/
Summary: This flexible tool supports the creation of dynamic
presentations and can help teachers strike a balance between
information and interaction. With the ability to generate questions,
assign polls, get image feedback, create matrices, and more, there's no
shortage of options to engage your audience.
Cost: Free but has Monthly Plans Available | $0 - $29 Monthly
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Survey Monkey

https://www.surveymonkey.com/
Summary: Conduct market research quickly and expand your market
research capabilities to keep track of your brand, test your ideas, or get
a gut check with your target audience. Deliver a seamless customer
experience. Connect with customers where they are, discover insights,
and share learnings across your organization to drive meaningful, swift
actions.
Cost: Monthly Plans Available | $25 - $75

Stormboard

https://stormboard.com/
Summary: Stormboard is an all-in-one digital workspace where highperforming teams hold meetings, monitor projects, and get work done
every day no matter where they are located — down the hall, in a
different building, or somewhere else in the world. Create a plan or
project, assign tasks to your team, and set deadlines, goals, and
milestones. Using Stormboard will cut down the number of status
update meetings by seamlessly tracking the progress of your project to
make sure your plan is on target.
Cost: Free but has Monthly Plans Available | $0 - $16.67 Monthly

Slido

https://www.sli.do/
Summary: Slido is a web-based audience interaction tool for meetings
and events. Slido enables users to crowdsource top questions to drive
meaningful conversations, engage participants with live polls and
collect valuable interaction insights. It focuses on simplicity, both for
meeting planners who can create an event in less than a minute, as
well as for participants who can join via any device with a simple code.
Cost: Free but has Monthly Plans Available | $0 - $200 Monthly
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Youtube
Reference Videos

“How to Hold an Engaging Virtual Training”
Join Oweesta for a panel webinar with expert trainers currently
delivering engaging and professional virtual trainings. Level up your
training with advice that has been tried and true in the virtual setting.
Learn how to convert your in-person training into interactive online
webinars, podcasts, and vlogs!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RWdNjRwo3M&t=9s
“Connecting Virtually with Your Community”
Join Oweesta as we explore a few free options for connecting virtually
to your employees, co-workers, and community. This webinar will
provide a tutorial on how to best utilize these platforms to meet your
connection needs. We will showcase the Zoom, Google Hangouts, Join.
me, and TeamViewer platforms while providing additional resources to
explore beyond the webinar. Learn not only how these platforms work
but how to support others in using them, as well as techniques to keep
online meetings engaging!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Etu_hOmm_w&t=4s
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